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Background

• >40 years of multinational innovation investment banking
• Specialties: medicine, information and communications technologies, and sustainability
• Pioneering the new investment banking model for innovation at Nomura
• Gender equality and nationality balance
Innovator Capital & CleanEquity

Innovator Capital
• London based, specialist investment bank providing advisory services
• Founded in 2003
• Health & sustainability technology innovation
• Accelerating climate change impact and the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals

CleanEquity
• Founded in 2007
  • H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco
  • Mungo Park, Chairman of Innovator Capital
• 600 companies sourced
• 30 selected to present at the conference
• Aim: for the emerging companies to become self-sustainable
• Saving time, money and air travel

THE GLOBAL GOALS

1. No Poverty
2. Zero Hunger
3. Good Health and Well-being
4. Quality Education
5. Gender Equality
6. Clean Water and Sanitation
7. Affordable and Clean Energy
8. Decent Work and Economic Growth
9. Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
10. Reduced Inequalities
11. Sustainable Cities and Communities
12. Responsible Consumption and Production
13. Climate Action
14. Life below Water
15. Life on Land
16. Peace and Justice, Strong Institutions
17. Partnerships for the Goals
Finance for Innovation: The Problem

Capital Markets do NOT Serve Sustainable Technology Innovation

Innovation is perceived as:

- Too risky
- Too longterm
- Small transactions
Finance for Innovation: The Solution

• COVID-19 has shown: worldwide, largescale action is possible
• Impact at the heart of the approach
• Accelerate access to funding

How?
• Tried and tested investment bank structures
• Innovation for Net Zero
• Gender Equality for finance for innovation
• Aligning interests
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Thank you!

Mungo Park
Email: mungo.park@innovator-capital.com